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“ How people live together is communality, how theu see and treat one another
is morality. Considered thus, it is almost
tautological to call the city as moral universe.”

—‘The city as a moral universe’, Yi-Fu Tuan

Light sensory experience at night in downtown Providence , Photo by Yingying Wang

Abstract
The thesis asks spatial designers of the public realm to pay attention to sensory profiles and related issues in contemporary
urban contexts: sensory overstimulation, lack of safety, security, accessibility in public, absence of clarity, and legibility in
the navigating system. These features have characterized rigid
and homogeneous representations of and solutions for existing public spaces, mostly developed with a lack of knowledge of
humans’ diverse sensory needs in different environments. They
fail to offer users – especially neuro-minority groups – alternative ways to interact with the public sphere.
The study researches the reasons for such approaches while
investigating the relationships between human sensory profiles
and public landscape design. It also aims to position a personal
design approach that offers a variety of design methodologies
and an actionable public space renovating vision.
The project explores potential renovation strategies that design
practice could offer, through site sensory mapping and spatial experiments. With a focus on alternative walkingscapes, it
experiments with different pedestrian-based systems that cater
for a broader range of sensory experiences.
The thesis aims to reveal how designers should accept their
ability and responsibility to develop ideas towards building
sensory resilient urban public space systems that could benefit
wider groups of users with diverse identities and neuro-cognitive abilities.
Local non-profit organization held activities in public plaza, Photo by Yingying Wang
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Sensory elements in urban context

GLOSSARY

Neurodiversity

The range of differences in
individual brain function and
behavioral traits, regarded as part
of normal variation in the human
population (used especially in the
context of autistic spectrum)

Sensory
Resilience

The quality of a site that is able
to offer users a set of varying
sensory environments to choose
and experience in all situations.

Neurominority

Any group, such as people with
autism, that differs from the
majority of a population in terms
of behavioral traits and brain
function.

Urban
Walkingscape

The spatial environments and
profiles pedestrians perceived in
the process of walking through an
urban public environment.

Neuro-inclusive

designed to include both neurodiverse and neurotypical people.

Design
Cohesion

The concepts or principles of a
spatial design support each other
to make a clear point with rich
background material support and
well-developed logical research.

#1

CONTEXTUALIZATION
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Neurodiversity and Neuro-minority

Judy Singer, a sociologist with autism, coined the term “neurodiversity” in the late 1990s. It refers to the concept that certain developmental disorders are normal variations in the brain.1 And people who
have these features also have certain strengths.
Compared to the earlier perspective of ASD, ADHD, Dyslexia, and
other neurological states as mental deficiencies, the concept of
Neurodiversity emphasizes that the way of thinking and behavior of
the Neurodivergent population is a natural variation following the
genetic diversity of human beings. 2 The use of the terms Neurodivergent (ND) and Neurotypical (NT) indicates that variant neurological patterns and states are not necessarily patients who need to be
treated and corrected by compelling. On the contrary, they represent
the diversity of the human mental order, as a different but equally
valid perspective and identity. This concept, to some extent, has
helped society to realize the stigmatization and criminalization that
have been put on the ND population and helped more people with an
objective, open attitude to understand and help the ND community.
The concept has become more widely known and used in the autism
human rights movement.

The Umbrella Project organized by by Liverpool-based ADHD Foundation outside
Castle Fine Art on Church Alley , Liverpool city centre,2018

1
Wiginton, Keri. “Neurodiversity: What Is It?” WebMD. Accessed May 28, 2022.
https://www.webmd.com/add-adhd/features/what-is-neurodiversity.
2
Singer, Judy (July 3, 2016). NeuroDiversity: The Birth of an Idea (2nd ed.). Judy
Singer. ASIN B01HY0QTEE
6
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Though both of Neurodiversity and neuro-minority being
political words, the concept of neurominority has highlighted the fact that neurodivergent people have been suppressed, abused, and unwelcomed in public conditions since
the very first asylum was built. Neurominorities rights were
not recognized until recent years. The community mental
health act of 1963 in the US and deinstitutionalization
movement from Europe were the start of a recent wave of
recognition that neurodiverse people should get accessible
and inclusive experience in public spaces and local support.3
However, the struggles and frustrations neurodiverse people
still feel in their daily activities are mostly ignored by society
and mainstream media.
3
Mazalán, Pavol, and Peter Mazalán. “The City as a Place Prepared for
Neurodiversity.” Architektúra & urbanizmus 55, no. 1–2 (July 13, 2021). https://doi.
org/10.31577/archandurb.2021.55.1-2.2.
8
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When research data about neurodivergent population are compared
with neurotypical population data, there are some visible common
differences. Some symptoms appear more extensive and frequent in
the neurodivergent population. By analyzing these traits with the corresponding spatial and social contexts, it is possible to make the connection between the environmental codes, such as the spatial structure, with the struggles neurodivergent communities may experience
in their daily lives.
There are connections between the stimulation caused by the external activity and the psychological feeling caused by the individual
neurological feedback. Based on them, a set of spatial environment
strategies can be organized to create a resilient public space system
that offers more inclusive and spatial environment choices for the
neurodivergent group.

Brain.HE. 2017. What is neurodiversity? [diagram]. Brain.HE.

4
Cascio, M. Ariel. “Cross-Cultural Autism Studies, Neurodiversity, and Conceptualizations of Autism.” Culture, Medicine, and Psychiatry 39, no. 2 (June 1, 2015): 207–12. https://doi.
org/10.1007/s11013-015-9450-y.
5
Psychiatric Times. “The Neurodiversity Paradigm in Psychiatry: Robert Chapman, PhD.”
Accessed May 28, 2022. https://www.psychiatrictimes.com/view/neurodiversity-paradigm-psychiatry.
10

Neurodiversity represents a spectrum, meaning that individuals with
different or identical diagnoses in the neurodiversity spectrum will
have different neurological states and perception perspectives. These
differences come from different genes and brain development processes among individuals, but also from different growth, cultural and
social backgrounds,4 and can be said that it is built over time, as part
of personal identity based on experience and social circumstances.
These differences between individuals are valid and worthy of respect
by anyone, and can give a competitive advantage in many fields, like,
creativity.5

For example, sensory dysregulation is a symptom common to many
neurodivergent individuals6. Sensory dysregulation symptoms include
sensory hypersensitivity and sensory hyposensitivity. Individuals with
such issues can be more sensitive or insensitive to certain types of
stimulation than most neurotypical groups. Therefore, when exposed
to sudden or dense stimulation, sensory hypersensitive people tend
to get tons of sensory feedback in a short time, causing significant
stress and mental meltdown, leading to a higher likelihood of sensory
overload.

6
Panagiotidi, Maria, Paul G. Overton, and Tom Stafford. “The Relationship between
ADHD Traits and Sensory Sensitivity in the General Population.” Comprehensive Psychiatry 80
(January 1, 2018): 179–85. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.comppsych.2017.10.008.

Crowded Time square with lots of sensory stimulations

Photo By Nicolai Bertensen
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Thesis Motivation
For someone who knew nothing about the concept of ND until the
age of 20, many of the daily struggles and self-doubts I faced in my
childhood and adolescence were like a fog, hard to quantify and name.
The concept of Neurodiversity for me is more like learning a new language: although this language is not a native language – rather being
developed in a foreign country – its vocabulary and grammar could
help express my feelings and confusion, and be able to share them
with others who have similar and different experiences with me.

Pie chart showing frequency distribution of adult ADHD among the studied group 9

According to relevant studies on neurodivergent community’s sensory profiles, the struggles brought by sensory hypersensitivity in
everyday life include, but are not limited to, sensory overload due
to constant urban noises, sensory discomfort triggered by specific
touch and smell, and sensory conflicts caused by powerful stimulation sources such as neon tubes and strong visual triggers... common
physical symptoms of sensory overload include headaches, difficulty
concentrating, emotional and muscle tension, tinnitus and emotional
breakdown7.
In contrast to the earlier view that only children diagnosed with a
particular type of neurological disorder would have symptoms of
sensory dysregulation issues, recent studies in the neurodiversity
related psychology fields have shown a positive correlation between
the prevalence of sensory disorders at all ages and multiple diagnoses, including ADHD, ASD, and dyslexia, it is suggested that sensory
dysregulation is one of the phenotypic symptoms of neurodiversity,
and is likely to persist throughout adulthood.8
12

7
Fatherly. “Autism Diagnoses Shouldn’t Be One-Size Fits All.” Accessed May 28, 2022.
https://www.fatherly.com/health-science/sensory-processing-disorder-autism.
8
Kamath, M. S., C. R. Dahm, J. R. Tucker, C. L. Huang-Pollock, N. M. Etter, and K. A.
Neely. “Sensory Profiles in Adults with and without ADHD.” Research in Developmental Disabilities 104 (September 1, 2020): 103696. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ridd.2020.103696.
9
Ibrahim, Lamis, Wail Abouhendy, Nelly Raafat, and Amira Fouad. “Prevalence and Correlates of Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder in Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder Patients.”
Middle East Current Psychiatry 27 (December 1, 2020). https://doi.org/10.1186/s43045-0190007-6.

Although this concept does not perfectly encapsulate the identities
of Neurominority groups and their language and actions – we still
know very little about the principles of mental states – it still represents a new perspective, a shared perspective, one that allows us to
reclaim voices we didn’t know how to phrase or pronounce. Therefore,
this research project uses the word neurodiversity to emphasize the
disparity between neurominority groups and the rest of the population in their spatial interpretation, sensory and spatial perception of
the material environment, instead of emphasizing the similarities and
differences between ND individuals or communities in the neurological aspect.

Light Sensory experience in east Providence at night, Photo by Yingying Wang
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Neurodiverse Narration
Research and data can be used for reliable mathematical calculations,
but the confusion and identity-based frustrations that the neurodivergent community face stem from an environment not built inclusively for them and they are hard to quantify. Some neurodivergent
individuals choose to express their personal feelings or the struggles
they have experienced as neuro-minority in society; some mention
how spatial sequences and the logic underlying them affect their
personal growth in their whole lives, through their interaction with
space. Sometimes a navigating system may seem obvious for the neurotypical group to piece together, but for a neurodivergent individual,
it was usually the result of a lot of trial and error (e. g., a neurotypical
individual may find a lounge without any label on doors not hard to
recognize and easy to navigate, while neurodivergent people find it
frustrating and unrecognizable). Some others even phrased physical
space as an anchor in their daily interactions with society, a directional marker of stability and trust, anchoring the vagaries of humanity
and the uncertainty that lurks beneath it to tangible physical facts, a
set of rules that can be difficult, but possible to felt, understood, and
navigated.10
10
Baumers, S., and A. Heylighen. “Harnessing Different Dimensions of Space: The Built
Environment in Auti-Biographies.” In Designing Inclusive Interactions, edited by Patrick Martin
Langdon, Peter John Clarkson, and Peter Robinson, 13–23. London: Springer, 2010. https://doi.
org/10.1007/978-1-84996-166-0_2.
14

Voices from the neurodivergent crowd indicate that people within a
space or a scenario interact in ways not based solely on quantifiable
stimuli, but on underlying logic and rules that were implicitly established by our society and accepted by the local community. When
people with various neurological states participate in this set of rules,
different spatial and social understanding and cognition emerge,
along with the depending, interweaving, and misunderstanding between different sets of cognition logics and THE default rules. This
fact serves as a reminder of the importance of listening directly to
the voices of the neurodivergent individuals whose perspectives and
experiences are made up of every minute of their lives, that are more
direct and richer than any data-based study
Sensory experience journey collages in downtown Providence
15
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Neuro-inclusive Spatial Design

People perceive the surrounding world in quite different ways
but generally follow the stimulation-perception(sense)-cognition
(understanding)-feedback (action) circulation. It indicates that the
spatial sequence and sensorial elements, as the first link of the human spatial cognition logic, are crucial to the individual’s perception
and understanding of the surrounding environment.Some common
spatial experiences could support that argument: tall, straight spires
and tall buildings attract attention, and rolling grassy mounds are
more agreeable than flat, paved surfaces, bright or high contrast
ambient colors suggest intense atmosphere... More and more researchers and designers have realized the potential of the application
of spatial sequences in recent years, and many efforts are made to
summarize them and apply them to practical groundworks.
While the work of architects and other space designers has inadvertently exploited the experiential connection between spatial design
and natural logics of human perception for over hundreds of years, it
wasn’t until the last few decades that people began trying to integrate and theorize on the topic. Examples of that are the psychological and medical research on spatial perception and logical models of
human minds.

Such research11 has facilitated communication and integration between spatial design and other fields and it has resulted in several
impressive practical projects, like Tongva Park by James Corner Field
Operations and Jackson Street Reconstruction by Toole Design.
However, it is important to note that the logical circulation between
spatial sequences and human cognition is not unique and immutable,
it is not a sequence of input values that yields a result, but rather it
is affected by an individual’s neurological states, structures, cultural
background, and personal experience. The concept of neurodiversity, therefore, introduces a new context for this argument and has
indicated that the variation of cognition circulation is something that
exists in every individual, as two individuals of the neurotypical group
will differ in their cognitive logic and environmental perception in
certain levels.

11
Toronyi, Danielle. “Hidden Geographies: Design for Neurodivergent Ways of Hearing
and Sensing.” Cities & Health 5, no. 1–2 (May 4, 2021): 133–37. https://doi.org/10.1080/2374
8834.2019.1627059.
16

For the neurodivergent community, this difference is reflected in the
three stages: perception (feel, experience), cognition (understanding,
cognition), and action(response). Different neurological states of the
neurodivergent population allow them to receive and process external
stimuli in different ways, degrees, and perspectives than the mainstream population, and to gain differentiated understanding at the
cognitive level, as well as different executive abilities and approaches
that allow them to react and behave differently from one to another.
This kind of differentiation, which is still difficult to quantify or even
name, is a reflection of the diversity within human genes. That is also
the reason why in the face of the same spatial and social environment, neurodivergent people have special needs in sensory, accessible, spatial, and social aspects to be able to experience the same
level of safety, accessibility, security, legibility, and clarity as typical
people do.
17
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As space designers and researchers, we need to realize that getting
direct control of the spatial cognition logic circulation of the human
mind is only the first step, that is, to establish the spatial sequence
and assign the sensory factors. However, by embedding the designed
logical sequences (such as spatial predictability, readability, and spatial guidance sequences) in a public environmental context, the perception of the public environment is possible to be enhanced, guided
by these implications, thus more smoothly, or more directly to the
point of spatial understanding. Therefore, by analyzing the perception
and cognitive processes of different groups (such as neurodivergent
groups) to different external stimuli, space designers and researchers
have the potential to theorize and summarize the special needs of a
particular neurominority group , to build a set of more resilient, more
readable and navigable space in the perspective of spatial design, this
will also enhance accessibility in both individual and community scale.
Medical/Therapeutic
Space

Educational/Working
Space

Private Space
(Personal housing)

Public Space

Typologies of functional space in modern city and their human-interaction conditions
Urban public space is where different voices meet, communicate, and meaningful ideas are
born.
Spatial analysis of Bell street Park, for its sensory related universal design
Bell Street Park, Seattle, Washington designed by MIG
18
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The efforts and achievements of architects and interior architects
cannot be ignored for inclusive spatial design for the neurodivergent
community. However, early research on neurodiversity and its special
environmental needs mainly focused on the design for neurodivergent
children, as well as related medical space and educational space. Most
related theoretical and practical projects built in this context have a
single clear purpose – educational or medical – and fixed target users
– neurodivergent children– are mostly catered for indoor functions.
12
Though the use of outdoor healing gardens has a rich history and
modern applications, the main theory and practice of spatial design
are still biased towards the construction of indoor and architectural
spaces.
Compared with interior space and architecture, the spatial sequence
and sensory factors of outdoor space (especially outdoor public
space) often happen through more uncontrollable, and sometimes
even random, projects, while related topics lack the support of known
research and design theory. At the same time, most neurodiversityinclusive projects have a relatively single target user group (In this
case, neurodivergent individuals). This gives researchers and designers less opportunity to carry out outdoor public design projects on
actual sites and accumulate relevant experience and design theories.
For these reasons, currently available spatial design guidance focuses
on interior spaces and buildings, there is a void of resilient outdoor
public systems that offer a range of choices for people with various
neurological states.

12
Toronyi, Danielle. “Hidden Geographies: Design for Neurodivergent Ways of Hearing
and Sensing.” Cities & Health 5, no. 1–2 (May 4, 2021): 133–37. https://doi.org/10.1080/2374
8834.2019.1627059.
20
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Space designers have always had a certain level of fantasy about their
work: that their design guidelines would at least have some degree of
control over the space, futural scene. But with the accumulation of
experience and practical challenges, most designers will realize that
there is a duality of truth and falsehood in any fantasy: the design of
a spatial order has no absolute power over the user’s perception and
understanding of the space, just as images and words do not have
the power to control the viewer’s memories and dreams, users-actors
have their wills and character designs, and they take cues from stagespace, but their actions and thoughts are determined by something
more complex and time-bound.

22

Insight
The concept of neurodiversity is a piece of evidence that push designers and researchers realize that spatial design does not have
any sense of control or certainty over how a space is perceived and
interpreted, but it is precisely this concept that confirms the reality
and practical meaning of the work of the spatial designers, rather
than illusory imagination. This concept suggests that the work of
the designers carries a sense of social responsibility, an obligation to
understand the users of certain spaces and to project their responsibilities in the larger social context. In this process of understanding the perspectives of others, experiencing the lives of others, and
reflecting on them in the design process, the work of designers gains
social significance as messengers or bridges between different groups
and ideologies.
Therefore, this thesis also serves as an advocate for spatial designers to pay more attention to the diversity of human minds, thought,
cultural background, and perspective, and to take this factor into account when carrying out the practice of spatial design. Making space
accessible and resilient to near minority communities will not only
facilitate communication and integration of ideas between different
groups but will also bring economic and cultural benefits to the whole
society in the long run.

23

#2 NARRATION

Light sensory igniter during waterfire festival in downtown Providence, Photo by Yingying Wang
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HOMOGENOUS

Aerial view of Levittown, New York-New York World-Telegram and the
Sun Newspaper Photograph Collection (Library of Congress)
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LACK OF
Unused Parking, Photo by Sarah Kobos

DISCONNECTED

NAVIGATION

Traffic in Dhaka, Bangladesh, Photo by MUNIR UZ ZAMAN

Photo by Jesse Wardarski

INACCESSIBLE

FOR PEDESTRIAN

Existing Issues
Among all the urban context, urban public space system might be
the one more often associated with local communication, social
activities and public voices most.It is also where neurodivergent
community tends to have the most sensory-related issues: urban
environments(especially suburban areas) with homogenous sensory
profiles offer limited experience, which leads to under-stimulation
and dull living experience for residents; disconnected essential services scattered without organized structures and proper distribution;
public transportation circulation are vehicles dominated with the lack
of navigation system and access for a pedestrian when many neurominorities do not have access to a car and driving abilities.
These existing conditions have caused neurominorities to find it hard
to attain an equivalent experience and access in urban lives. Being
treated exclusively with living resources in spatial and cultural public
realms is one of the difficulties impeding them from becoming independent and enjoying equal rights.

27
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Among all the public spaces, public streets and streetside space
systems are the ones that play the most critical role in modern daily
lives. While they serve as the vital transportation circulation for commuting, they also connect functions and have the richest and most
dynamic sensory environments. They are the most visited, connected,
and dynamic public spatial typology most urban cities have. They depend on personal movement and cognition perspective, most of which
impact neurominorities, especially those who take pedestrian roles.

Bus stations with streets network in downtown Providence

Locations and sites with streets network in downtown Providence

Outdoor recreational centers with streets network in downtown
Providence

State facilities with streets network in downtown Providence

In this thesis project, the focus is on urban walkingscapes, here defined as the spatial environments and sensory profiles pedestrians
perceive in walking through an urban public system. The following
research aims to explore the potential re-interpretation of the existing urban walkingscape conditions, to analyze its structure and patterns, and to re-frame the potential structure of a more neurominorities-inclusive urban walkingscape system that offers proper sensory
profiles, coherent navigation system, and pedestrian accessibility.

28

Data source: RI GIS
29
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Vision: Sensory resilient public
The uniformity of public space sensory profiles and the lack of transition zones between them make the urban public system a fragmented, unorganized sensory chaos. For a more neurominority inclusive
city vision, the first step is to respect the variety found within human
populations in terms of sensory needs and the accommodation of
more options of sensory experience. Then establish a public space
system that offers all levels of sensory experience, more legible transitional zones, and pedestrian accessible circulation systems.

30

Tongva Park in Santa Monica, CA has offered us an example of how
designers’ tribute can help a structured sensory experience gradient and how pedestrian circulation became an important spatial
element contributing to spatial integration, connection, and navigation between each of the experiences. The texture of pavement and
surrounding retaining walls maintains subtle particle size differences,
which indicates the transiting between different sensory profiles and
works as a navigating sensory signal for pedestrians.

Designed by James Corner Field Operations

31
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Personal exploration
Urban walkingscape is like the fingerprint of each modern city – it
is uniquely based on local typography, political environments, and
constantly shifting urban fabric. A personal exploration journey of
sensory profiles in downtown Providence, RI, was taken to better
understand how sensory experiences shape urban walkingscape and
create various layers of sensory profiles.
This exploration aims to capture the author’s emotional responses to
sensory stimulations that occurred in the public realm. Its abstraction
allows the author to focus on the overall atmosphere of space without naming and differentiating it: darker patches and lines indicate
denser and stimulating sensory experience. At the same time, white
and lighter area represents less sensory stimulation. Scattered dots
and textures represent more subtle sensory stimulations like traffic
lights and human activities, while smeared darkness indicates unorganized and less predictable stimulations like a car honk. This exploration map is an intuition-based personal mapping of personal sensory
experience in downtown Providence. Its subjectivity makes a good
start for further research and makes it hard to read and understand
by other people.

Sensory elements in downtown Providence
32

Personal sensory experience mapping for downtown Providence
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To achieve a more readable goal, a refined version of the downtown
providence sensory mapping was built upon a notational system that
translates each distinguishable sensory source to signs that can be
interpreted individually and as a whole. Lumped stimuli, scattered
stimuli, linear stimuli, explosive stimuli, physical barriers, and closed
space…The system consists of a series of notations that have revealed
patterns and hidden topography of the urban public, bringing out the
connection between urban walkingscape and existing spatial orders.
While the notational system suddenly increases the readability of the
sensory exploration mapping, it stays in the two-dimensional realm,
which limits its ability to demonstrate more complex and dynamic
sensory scenarios, like natural urban environments.
Personal sensory experience mapping in downtown Providence, with annotation
34
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Car horns are sensory stimulations with low predicability and high intensity.

Construction noises are sensory stimulations with high predicability and high persistency.

People talking or walking are sensory stimulations with high predicability and low intensity.

36

Progressive efforts were made to develop a more accurate and detailed notational system with the ability to describe more subtle and
time-based sensory stimulation. The three-axis parameters – intensity, persistence, and predictability – can analyze sensory stimulation
in three scales: how intense it is for human perception; how long it
stays and is influential in the urban public context; and how advanced
it can be perceived before actual happening so preceptors could have
mental space and time to prepare for it. While some sensory stimulation has fatherly high predictability, the long consistency can be
frustrating for acoustic sensory sensitive users, like construction site
noise. On the other hand, a vehicle honk is sharp and unpredictable,
with high intensity and low predictability, which can irritate many
neurodiverse people with sensory processing issues.
Parameters for sensory stimulation and matching annotation system

37
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Based on this new notational system, a research method consisting of
“spatial lenses “ was developed to analyze the existing urban walkingscape in Downtown Providence and its many sensory profiles in the
public context. Instead of relying on a two-dimensional master plan
of the site, the method makes several cutting sections on the urban
walkingscape, then applies lenses using the notational systems to
demonstrate the sensory stimulation occurring in each specific sensory scenario. Each segment’s base and layers were printed on acetate and installed on a physical model of downtown providence, which
highlighted several urban activator spaces that encourage pedestrian
interactions and have different sensory profiles. By observing through
these lenses and urban segments, the readers could navigate through
the urban walkingscape in downtown providence from the perspective of sensory experience and spotting patterns and relationships of
existing urban sensory environments.

38

Physical model of urban activators and urban context in downtown Providence
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Upon these sensory observation lenses, observers could see how
urban public spaces were perceived in potential neurominority visions
and how different perspectives could bring out different experiences
in the urban public realm. This research method is an experiential tool
to help designers understand the sensory environments in the urban
public system and allow designers to develop and test potential renovating strategies in a responding system with adjustable parameter
settings.

40

Observing lenses for experience mapping in downtown Providence

Base layer of lenses, and annotated sensory lenses layering on them
Observing lenses for experience mapping in downtown Providence
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#3 STRATEGIES

Streetscape in downtown Providence, Photo by Weirong Luo
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Case studies about sensory intervention related spatial designs

While the first research method took the perspective of a subjective experience on site, the second research method established an
objective studies of existing landscape design projects. Several most
used spatial typologies were summarized and categorized by studying
existing projects and guidelines that focus on universal design and
sensory experiences. Furthermore, by analyzing the way designers use
spatial orders as strategies to influence a site’s sensory profiles, we
could condense these strategies into six main types:

46

TYPOLOGIE DIAGRAM

TYPOLOGIE DIAGRAM

Sensory Buffer
Strategies to use a landscape element to prevent sudden or
drastic change of environmental sensory profiles of a space by
creating transitional zones

Information clarification
The strategies to use landscape elements as tools to demonstrate better relative information of a site in the forms of
sensory profiles and spatial orders

Sensory Clarification:
The strategies to use a landscape element to help make
the sensory profiles in a site more recognizable and
comprehensible(separate easily confused sensory sources)

Spatial Clarification
The strategies to use landscape elements as mediums to convey
the hidden information and spatial logic of specific spaces and
make them legible, comprehensible, and navigable for users of
varying neurological states

Sensory intermediation
The strategies to use landscape elements as a medium to help
reform legible and comprehension relationships between two or
more sensory sources that conflict with each other in site

Spatial Integration
The strategies to use landscape elements as a medium to help
users who navigate through sites recognize the unified identity
or functioning of two or more scattered physical locations.

Sensory Resilience in Urban Walkingscapes

Differences between these sensory intervention methods came from
the subtle definition of layers of stimulation: spatial environments
of space contain the sensory stimulus, and they are rooted in spatial
arrangements and profiles. Sensory stimuli are part of the consequences of the spatial order of sites.
Information is stimuli that designers and users select, some of them
were selected on purpose to help users recognize and perceive the
surrounding environment. In contrast, others are regarded as redundancy, distraction, or accidental products, but they have a much more
complex effect on users who navigate the sites than that. Only stimuli
that contain perceivable and comprehensible meanings are regarded
as information.
Spatial profiles of space have the ability to convey confidential information through visual and other ways. Users navigate and experience
spatial environments following the information provided(intentional
or not).
Despite the layers of sensory stimulation, these sensory intervention
methods can be summarized in 3 main categories: Buffer, Clarification, and Integration.
By highlighting the frequency of each spatial typology used for each
sensor intervention method, the hidden relationship between spatial
orders and sensory profiles can be revealed and become the guidance
for potential renovating toolsets for a more sensory resilient walkingscape.
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Vegetation
Vegetation is one of the most used design elements in the urban
public. While it is widely used for buffering light and acoustic sensory
stimulation in both vertical and horizontal directions, the wide range
of forms and textures allow vegetation to become versatile spatial
definers and integration highlights. On a larger district scale, vegetation groups serve the function of local infrastructure for community
sensory protection.
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Structures
Solid, reliable structure features made it popular in the urban public
realm. The almost unlimited possibilities in form and color of structures work well for spatial Integration and spatial definition. While
most of the structures seem solid, some with unique designs may
stay porous when being sensory buffering infrastructure for the local
community.
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Landform
As the limited space in the urban public context, choices of landform
design are always conserved. However, its universality in many scales
and forms can contribute to sensory-related functions such as buffering, spatial definition, and Integration.
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Pavings
As the most used design element in the urban context, paving is vital
to an urban walkingscape. It serves as the primary gradient of a street
but is also closely connected with the pedestrian experience. It contributes a lot to the urban navigation system(information clarity).

PAVING
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Technology
The application of technology in urban public design is increasingly widely applied. Some techno-media boards offer in-time,
vivid, and accessible information clarity for users. It can also
enhance the consistency of space identities.
Water
Fountains and waterbody are among the most popular elements in urban public, even in cities without natural waterbody
resources. The unique feature encourages human interaction
and serves as a versatile sensory igniter. Though water can limit
accessibility in some cases, it always stays the main highlight in
public gathering spaces.

Media
Media is often applied with technology in a modern urban context. Though the more traditional forms of media like posters
and wall art painting stay as the vital cultural symbol of the urban public that enhances spatial Integration, projections, light,
and sound installations have been used a lot to work as sensory
ignitors.
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The thesis then selected Kennedy Plaza, a public transportation
hub in Downtown Providence, as a further site for experimentation. The main design typology applied on-site as sensory
resilience renovation experiments must be versatile. It should
be able to be applied widely in busy areas and offer high levels
of accessibility for people with all levels of mobility, and the
construction difficulties tend to be easier so the construction
phases will not affect the local community’s uses for too long.
Among the most commonly applied spatial typologies, pavement is the one that fits best into the busy public transportation center role as the high level of accessibility, universality,
and the spatial clarification functions it usually holds. The
pedestrian typology’s close relationship with pedestrian experience also helps build a pedestrian prioritized walkingscape
system that focuses on straightforward navigation and legible
information clarification.
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Possibilities of pavement:
With the combination of vegetation and other add-on functions, pavements can surpass their limitation of forms and
textures and serve more complex functions like sensory buffering and enhancing transitional zones in urban walkingscape.
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#4 EXPERIMENTATION
Kennedy Plaza and human activities, Photo by Sirui Wang
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To operate on the sensory resiliency renovation of the selected site,
the neurodiverse lenses research methods are transposed onto this
phase for a pre-design analysis and strategy-making. Instead of
developing one set of neurodiverse lenses, three sets of lenses were
developed: light sensory sensitive lenses; acoustic sensory sensitive
lenses; and information hyposensitive lenses matching the focus of
light, acoustic sensory experience, and spatial/information clarification.
With the guide of each set of lenses, matching sensory needs and potential renovation strategies were extracted from site segments and
combined into one coherent design guiding system that highlights
each much-needed movement and function.
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Walkingscape Bufferzones
-Clear and comprehensable visual definition for quick and easier cognition
-Provide enough spatial indication (elevation changes or structure) for accesible
navigation for visual impaired users
-Provide buffering zones for redundant sensory sources came from street, but do
not block or obstruct any critical visual/acoustic and spatial information.
-Provide adjunct rest space, like sits or benches.

Enhanced Pedestrian Crosswalks
-Legible visual spatial definition
-Slip-resist surface
-Serve as circulation routes with highest priorities in daily uses
-ADA acess cross slope for every pedestrian circulation nodes
-Flat, even surfaces that secure acess for mobility aids and offer distinguishable
ground tactile experience.

FULTON STREET
Light Sensitive Lenses

Create transitional zones between
shaded and direct luminated areas,
use non-reﬂective material or surface
for pedestrian walking route.

Re-Defined Public Transpotation Lane

Sound Sensitive Lenses

Using pavement+vegetation planting
patterns or permeable paving as bufferzones for transportation noise between
plaza and vehicular route.

-Legible visual spatial order
-Non-reﬂective material
-Expand into Bus hub for more accessible loading/unloading experience
-Serve more comity for pedestrian circulation systems

Information needed Lenses
Clear navigation system and
circulation hierarchy(pedestrian
orientated)
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Walkingscape Bufferzones and Pedestrian Island
-Clear and comprehensable visual definition for quick and easier cognition
-Provide enough spatial indication(elevation changes or structure)for accesible
navigation for visual impaired users
-Provide buffering zones for redundant sensory sources came from street, but do
not block or obstruct any critical visual/acoustic and spatial information.
-Pedestrian island among vehicular routes provide detention space and resting
moment for pedestrian transit

Pedestrian walks connected to Park Entrance
-Legible and clear spatial order that helps build a comprehensable navigation
circulation loop
-Non-reﬂective and slip-resistence material with ﬂat and even surface
-Expand into crosswalking for more accessible pedestrian access
-Color, texture and patterns of the pavement serve for spatial clarification, spatial
definition and space integration
-Connected directly to Burnside Park entrance for closer connection to surrouding
context

WASHINGTON STREET

Enhanced Pedestrian Crosswalks

Light Sensitive Lenses

Enhance the existing tree canopy
system from mid-transportation island
and parks to create transitional zones
between shaded and luminated
areas. Use non-reﬂective surface material to decrease direct kught reﬂection.

Sound Sensitive Lenses

Using pavement+vegetation planting patterns or permeable paving to
enhance the existing mid-transportation island and plaza edge for noise
buffering.
Information needed Lenses
Legible and clear pedestrian circulation
connecting the plaza and park sidewalks. Navigation system was enhanced
by ground navigating signages, comprehensable walking path and clean spatial
boundaries defining.
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-Legible visual spatial definition
-Slip-resist surface
-Serve as circulation routes with highest priorities in daily uses
-ADA acess cross slope for every pedestrian circulation nodes
-Flat, even surfaces that secure acess for mobility aids and offer distinguishable
ground tactile experience.

Re-Defined Public Transpotation Lane
-Legible visual spatial order
-Non-reﬂective material
-Expand into Bus hub for more accessible loading/unloading experience
-Serve more comity for pedestrian circulation systems
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Light Sensorial Bufferzones
-Use vegetation and trees as spatial definer, create a set of pedestrian sensory
environment that offers various degrees of light stimulation
-Experiences with various degrees of light sensory stimuli was connected by pedestrian circulation, and features enough transitional space between each segment
-Provide adjunct rest space, like sits or benches, for each sensory environment

Sound Sensorial Bufferzones
-Clear and comprehensable visual definition for quick and easier cognition
-Provide enough spatial indication(elevation changes or structure)for accesible
navigation for visual impaired users
-Provide buffering zones for redundant sensory sources came from street, but do
not block or obstruct any critical visual/acoustic and spatial information.
-Provide adjunct rest space, like sits or benches, for each sensory environment

KENNEDY PLAZA
Light Sensitive Lenses

Create optional shaded corners,
especially for seating and resting area.
Enhance the existing light-resilience
feature(trees arrays and structure overhang), secure clear and comprehensible
navigation between various light sensorial spaces.
Sound Sensitive Lenses
Using pavement+vegetation planting
patterns or permeable paving as bufferzones for transportation noise. Applying
layered spatial features for a gradiant of
acoustic sensorial experience of resting
and public activities.
Information needed Lenses
Legible and clear pedestrian circulation
around the plaza connecting different
bus hubs. Navigation system was enhanced by ground navigating signages,
comprehensable walking path and clean
spatial boundaries defining.
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Rest, and Detention Offering
-Legible and comprehensable spatial order for easier recognizing and navigation
-Offered next to main pedestrian transits for easier navigating
-Seats or benches are available in various height, wideth and options of arms and
backs
-Muted and even material for sensory inclusive to users

Enhanced Pedestrian Crosswalks
-Legible visual spatial definition
-Slip-resist surface
-Serve as circulation routes with highest priorities in daily uses
-ADA acess cross slope for every pedestrian circulation nodes
-Flat, even surfaces that secure acess for mobility aids and offer distinguishable
ground tactile experience.

Well Connected Pedestrian Circulation Loop
-Legible and clear spatial order that helps build a comprehensable navigation
circulation loop
-Non-reﬂective and slip-resistence material with ﬂat and even surface
-Expand into crosswalking for more accessible pedestrian access
-Color, texture and patterns of the pavement serve for spatial clarification, spatial
definition and space integration
-Bus loading/unloading areas were separated with the main plaza for clearer
spatial definition.
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Condition:
Vehicular transportation dominated

Vision:
Pedestrian experience dominated
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Condition:
Plaza works as corridor for public
Transportation hubs.

Condition:
plaza and its public spaces being isolated with surrounding contexts.

Vision:
Plaza works as a center medium for
Public gathering and commuting.

Vision: Pedestrian routes became
spatial connection and bridges between
existing public spaces.

This lens observation process was run individually on Fulton Street,
Washington Street, and Kennedy Plaza. The outcomes were combined into one master plan that was connected by pedestrian prioritized circulation systems. This system connects each sensory profile
offered in site and forms a foundation for walkingscape with clear
navigation systems. Variable pavement design defines and highlights
the system for transitioning and defining experiences that bound the
site into one consistent public sphere that is settleable for passengers and local citizens.
While the renovated system uses a pedestrian circulation system to
connect the plaza with its surrounding context(Burnside park and
superman building) and form a network of an existing public space
system, the public bus system is also defined and regulated in this
system. Passenger loading and bus landing spaces were carved into
the form of the plaza for each bus hub rather than floating on vehicular transportation routes. Hence, passengers got mental preparation
and more accessibility to the needed bus. The public transportation
lane was highlighted by paving color for easier recognition. The transportation island defined the boundary between private cars and bus
lanes.
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Raised crosswalk is another vital feature of the renovated walkingscape. Since existing pedestrian walks are completely fragmented by
vehicular traffic, renovated crosswalks on Fulton street and Washington street defined a slightly raised bed for the circulation route. It
slowed down the vehicular traffic and offered more legible and clear
visual and spatial information for pedestrian users.
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Public Transportation

Space Integration

Sensory Refuge

Navigation

Transitional Zones

Information Clarity
Pedestrain Access

Sensory Buffering

A circulation system defines and connects a wide range of sensory environments in the renovated plaza. Tree arrays with extra
seats maintain a relatively low light sensory profile when the use
of ornamental grasses and walls serves as a noise buffer. The
existing passenger center is repurposed as a half-open service
Pavillon connected with a gathering plaza and lawns for more
accessible activities and public speaking.
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Pavement design with various textures and color works
as the primary design elements in this renovation experiment.
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While the differences between different pavement
types clearly define spatial functions, the consistency
of texture and color for a pedestrian walk and each
sensory experience has served as integration and
navigation elements for neuro-inclusive walking experience in the public realm.
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Explosive stimuli
dominated

Deconstruction of the design experiments:
Reflecting on the experiential sensory mapping research method, the renovated system is disintegrated, re-reinterpreted,
and reframed when put into the perspective of the sensory
environment observer. The contrast between the initial sensory
mapping of the site and the renovated one has indicated the
destruction of previous spatial/sensory orders and the birth
of newly developed sensory principles. Though the renovated
mapping seems to maintain more organized patterns than the
initial one, the unpredictable sensory sources, like human yelling and vehicle honking, still exist here and there persistently,
which indicates the fact that human interaction and activities
are the other much more unpredictable half of sensory principles in urban walkingscape context, compared to spatial orders.
After deconstructing the spatial orders set up in the experimentation phase, using the previous sensory evaluation annotation system, this method’s limitation was revealed: final
renovation strategies lack transitional space and connection.
Dynamics and relationships between each sensory need are
hard to observe through lenses, making renovated spatial
structures contain several isolated function bubbles without
much legible transitional zoning.
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Fixed stimuli
dominated

Progressive stimuli
dominated

Atmospheric stimuli
dominated
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#5 REFLECTION
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Reflection
Though the initial interest in this thesis topic came from my personal experience and identification, I found the final approach
quite different from what I imagined. Instead of being emotionally
engaged in the decision-making process for each potential strategy, I eventually developed many sets of tools that assisted me in
observing the environment in a relatively objective way. Though this
method seems to be a little mechanized in some scenarios, I found
the journey of developing these tools and using them to make decisions to be beneficial for my growth as a designer, as I am able to
free myself from emotionally driven choices and repeat self-doubts
and get responding and valid guide from the system I build. This
process has broadened my perspective on spatial design: the design
could come from a combination of logical thinking, the understanding and proper usage of on-hand information, and personal experience from daily lives.
The lenses and notational system developed for this thesis are still
a prototype: the high level of abstraction made it hard to handle
more complex conditions. It cannot consider the most critical and
dynamic elements in urban walkingscape: the ways people interact.
The varied community cultures as well as the different historical
and cultural backgrounds represented in the neurodiversity context
or the various political and economic drives may lead to different
responses to the same spatial and sensory principle of space. More
research and design experiments need to be done to take each element into the sensory resilience realm, both in concepts and practice.
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Though the research phases gave me much space to experience and
focus on my interest, the post-design phases’ research and feedback
have offered me a great opportunity to test my overall strategies
and reflect on my initial intention. My primary Thesis advisor, Tiago
Torres-Campos, and Thesis Committee, Elizabeth Dean Hermann’s
instruction and feedback motivated me to reexamine my work from
a critical perspective: my initial efforts are always to bring more
options of sensory environments for neurominorities in the urban
public context, and develop a smoother, more connected transitional
zones between them, but the final plan for the plaza tends to have
a more isolating influence. Each of the sensory experiences was defined by sharp and straight boundaries between them. This disorientation in the design phase has stimulated me to re-observe the gap
between the conceptual studies and design movements in practice
and inspired me to go back to my initial interest in futural projects,
trying to inherit it through the whole design process.
Overall, this thesis project has offered me a great opportunity to
explore my design methodologies and dig into the field of neuroinclusive spatial design. This research may continue to focus on the
sensory influence of the spatial typologies in varied perspectives
and how details of materials (like pavement textures) may transfer
to subtle or significant sensory experiences if time allows. Furthermore, my interest in sensory resilience in urban public spatial design
will continue, as it is one of the inescapable challenges spatial
designers will face and has the potential to change the human whole
population’s experience in daily lives.
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